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Lonely Planet Publications Ltd, Australia, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. 4th Revised edition.
Language: English . Brand New Book. Lonely Planet: The world s #1 phrasebook publisher* Lonely
Planet Sinhala Phrasebook Dictionary is your handy passport to culturally enriching travels with the
most relevant and useful Sinhalese phrases and vocabulary for all your travel needs. Ask for in-theknow recommendations of cosy tucked-away beaches, bargain at a vegetable market, and mingle
at a local cricket match; all with your trusted travel companion. With language tools in your back
pocket, you can truly get to the heart of wherever you go, so begin your journey now! Get More
From Your Trip with Easy-to-Find Phrases for Every Travel Situation! Feel at ease with essential tips
on culture, manners, idioms and multiple meanings Order with confidence, explain food allergies,
and try new foods with the menu decoder Save time and hassles with vital phrases at your
fingertips Never get stuck for words with the 3500-word two-way, quick-reference dictionary Be
prepared for both common and emergency travel situations with practical phrases and terminology
Meet friends with conversation starter phrases Get your message across with easy-to-use
pronunciation guides Inside Lonely Planet Sinhala Phrasebook Dictionary: Full-color throughout
User-friendly...
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Reviews
It is really an awesome pdf that I actually have actually study. It really is basic but excitement from the 50 % of the publication. I am delighted to inform
you that here is the greatest book i have read through within my individual existence and can be he finest publication for actually.
-- Mrs. Yasmine Crona
Excellent e book and beneficial one. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You are going to like how the author publish this ebook.
-- Prof. Triston Smitham V
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